
An Amazing Opportunity to Establish a Piano Studio
in a Beautiful, Professional, and Pristine Commercial Building

Contact: Kristina Lee, info@kristinaleemusic.com

My piano studio has been in the YUHL building for over five years. I got the tenancy after
looking for a commercial space for over 18 months. If you ever looked at renting a commercial
space, you quickly realize that piano studios are often not welcomed in a commercial building
due to the concerns over sound and children being in the building. Also, Bellevue commercial
real estate is very high, more often unaffordable for private teachers like us.

The YUHL building has been an amazing place for our community. We are a unique business
among insurance and electric companies, but we are cared for and respected by the landlord
and other tenants in the building. We have established a wonderful rapport with everyone and
another five year lease was just renewed. It is also a beautiful space. I love coming to work. My
students love coming to the studio, too. They feel a sense of light and calm -- a perfect
environment to do something as beautiful and noble as learning to play the piano.

There are three Studios (teaching rooms) in the suite. I am looking for the right business to
occupy Studio B. All three studios have privacy, separate locks, and reasonable sound
insulation to be able to conduct lessons without disruption. There is a shared waiting/reception
area. Please see the pictures, a video, and the floor plan to get a sense of the space:
https://kristinaleemusic.com/studio-b-gallery/

Although we all run our own businesses, because of the shared location (and because I
constantly have an overflow of inquiries), the person renting Studio B would be able to receive
referrals -- not a guarantee, but a very high likelihood.

Terms:
● 12-month with first month FREE rent
● Monthly rent: $925 - Includes exclusive use of Studio B (24/7 access), shared

waiting/reception area with water and tea service, shared kitchenette with a microwave
and a fridge, wifi, all utilities, and twice a week cleaning service

● Security Deposit: $925 Due at the signing
● Credit check will be required at the applicant’s expense

The candidate applying to lease the space must:
● Be a proactive communicator
● Pays rent promptly
● Have respect for other studios
● Be able to maintain the shared space as agreed
● Run their studio professionally in order to maintain a brand standard for the whole suite
● Must be willing to obtain their own business insurance (this is required by the landlord --

expect expense around $50/mo for this)
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SUBTENANT APPLICATION
Studio B in Suite 200, 12828 Northup Way, Bellevue

Send Application to: info@kristinaleemusic.com

Name:

Mobile Phone Number:

Email Address:

Home Address:

Business Name:

Business Website:

How Long in Business:

Please share a little bit about your business:

Reason(s) you feel that you would make a good fit:

____________________________________________________________________________
Signature Date
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